We estimate the branching ratio of the anomalous conversion of u-+ toe in nuclei via the exchange of a virtual Majorana lepton to ordinary muon capture to be <lo-l3 for a 0.5 GeV/c2 lepton and < 10-14 for a 1.0 GeV/c2 lepton. A sequential Weinberg-Salam gauge model with four lepton doublets and neutrino mixing is used. The change in the anomalous capture rate with respect to the mass of the Majorana lepton is also discussed.
However, the reverse is not true.
In this paper we study the reaction (I) in a simple extension of the standard Weinberg-Salam (WS) SU(2) x U(1) gauge theory which has enjoyed much phenomenological success in places where it has been tested. 7
However, our result is mostly free of the details of the particular gauge model we construct.
Model and Calculations
Consider the following SU (2) 
We need not go into the detailed discussion of the Higgs system and how the neutrino may acquire a mass. This is discussed in Ref. 9 .
The mass matrix generated by the Higgs mechanism is non-diagonal both in the lepton and the quark sector. 9 In the quark sector with six quarks it generates the Cabibbo-like rotations and one CP violating phase. 10
It was pointed out by Cabibbo8 that a similar phenomenon can occur for the leptons in that the diagonalization of the neutral lepton mass matrix induces mixing among the corresponding weak eigenstates. In our treatment of the mixing in the lepton sector we shall ignore the CP violating phases. For 2n lepton flavors the mixing is generated by an orthogonal n x n matrix. For the case of four lepton doublets six real parameters determine the neutrino of the last doublet in (I> and v1 and v2 which we will treat as v, and v . The latter two neutrinos are taken IJ to be very light with masses no larger than 2 eV. Thus we can now rewite our lepton weak doublets as where No is now a mass eigenstate of a fourth neutrino and the dots denote other neutrino states which are of no interest to us. In parti-11 cular the u, mixing with ve and vu will be assumed small and its connection with No will give rise to phenomena beyond the scope of this paper.
The mixing between No and ve and v lJ is given by the parameters fi and y respectively both of which are less than unity as we assume universal gauge couplings for weak interactions.
Next we assumed the No to be a Majorana particle, 12 .
I.e., No = oc -N = C?" where C is the charge conjugation matrix.
The general mass -0 oc term for this lepton MoN N will serve as a source or a sink for the Majorana particle.
This term obviously violates total lepton number by two units. 13
The model discussed above can induce p--t e+ conversion in nuclei via a second order weak process. 14 The interaction Lagrangian density involving the Majorana particle is 9 = f BeL Y,, NL + Y;, yu NL)WP (
where f is the gauge coupling. The W-boson field is denoted by W".
The terms involving unphysical Higgs boson exchanges would be smaller.
The right-handed field NR will have no effect on the charged weak current processes since it has weak hypercharge Y=O and weak isospin 13=0.
In the u-capture reaction (.I) the muon is captured in the 1s orbit of a nucleus, usually chosen to be heavy to ensure a high capture rate, + and the final state e should in principle be described by a Coulomb wave function appropriately distorted by the nucleus. However, we shall ignore such complexities of the final state and estimate the conversion + rate by assuming plane waves for the e . The generic Feynman diagram as well as the kinematics are depicted in Fig. l(a) .
The u-is absorbed by the nucleus via one W-boson exchange and converts into a virtual No.
The mass insertion represented by the cross in Fig. l(a) Then the e+ -spectrum will have a peak at m -AE. IJ Selecting the energy of e+ to be large also serves to cut down the background from the Dalitz pairs from ordinary radiative capture.
With the model and assumptions stated above the matrix element for reaction (2) is given by second order perturbation theory
xl e e e e e (6) where If> is the final nuclear state with energy Ef, and [X> is a complete set of intermediate states of energy Ex. The hadronic charged weak-current is denoted by Ju(x).
The integration in k: can be performed using the usual techniques of contour integration. We shall make the simplifying assumption that all external momenta are small compared to 4. This is a good approximation for u-capture since all external momenta involved are of the order of 100 MeV whereas MW is in the range of 50 to 100 GeV. After the kz integration is done we have 
We observe in Eq. (14) that the exchange of a heavy lepton gives rise to an effective Yukawa interaction in accordance with Ref. 18 . This is independent of the treatment of the nuclear physics.
To proceed we need to know the two-current correlation function pf UV Z <flJU($ Jv(%)]i>.
The superscript f labels the particular final state to which transition is made. Next we assume that each of the weak current Ju(z) couples locally to one nucleon at a time in the nucleus. Then in reaction (I)
we have two protons changing into two neutrons and we can write in the usual V-A current form
where + and 9, are proton and neutron wavefunctions. We note that due P f to the non-relativistic nature of the problem, the dominant term in ppv is given by pig. F represents the finite nucleus effect and G the correlation effect.
In the "large nucleus" limit F and G are,
G 2MoR >> 1 -MGrC -e 1 + rcMa +trEM: +irzMz
The "large nucleus" limit is easily met for Mo > 0. 
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The parameters yet to be determined are fi and y. 
The ratio given in Eq. (32) is within reach of the next generation of experiments on this reaction that are now in progress at the meson factories. 5 We emphasize here that a bare minimum of nuclear physics is put into our estimate. However, we expect our results to be good to within an order of magnitude.
So far we have discussed the two nucleon mechanism as a mode of inducing the conversion process (I). As pointed out in Ref. 6 there may exist a non-negligible probability, PA, of finding a virtual P*++" 1%. The pi--t e+ conversion can proceed via a i-?-A -t n in the nucleus. This mechanism is depicted in Fig. 2 . The scale dimension of Ji will be set by E, i.e., these in integrals will not depend on inverse powers of Mo. Instead the matrix element will behave as Mz and since M, << E this case will give an undetectable rate for (I).
Speculations and Discussion
More exotic reactions can also take place at the hadronic vertex. of this latter quark is allowed but only at the few percent level.
Moreover, this will appear as the weak decay of the recoiling nucleus.
Experimentally the existence of these quarks will be difficult to establish. The rate of u--f e+ conversion proceeding with this kind of exotic quark mechanism is proportional to the probability of finding them in the nucleon. boson to the nucleus is depicted. 
